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INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be an open bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn and 
&? its boundary. 
Consider the following nonlinear equations in Q x (-co, +co) (or Q x 
(0, +a)) of hyperbolic type: 
together with the boundary condition 
u 120 = 0. (2)~ 
Throughout the paper we shall assume 
%(X) = %(X) and Co2 i Q(X) titi > 1 8 I2 for V 5 E R” (3) 
i.j-1 
with some constant C, > 0, 
and 
@J(x) B 0. (5) 
The object of this paper is to investigate the existence, the uniqueness, and the 
almost-periodicity (periodicity) of bounded solutions (for definition see Section 1) 
to the problem (l)-(2). 
In the case where /3(x, u) = 0, our problem has been considered by many 
authors: Prodi [lo], Lions [6], Prouse [I 1, 121, Amerio and Prouse [l], M. Biroli 
[2, 31, and others. 
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Roughly speaking, their results are contained in the following statements: 
Let us assume that p(x, v) is monotonic in v and has a certain growth order in v. 
Then, iff(t) =f(x, t) is bounded in an appropriate sense, (l)-(2) admits one and 
only one bounded solution, and moreover, $ f (t) is almost-periodic (periodic) in 
t the bounded solution is also almost-periodic (periodic). 
As far as the existence of bounded solutions is concerned it is not so difficult 
to see that their results remain valid without essential changes to the case 
,9(x, U) Z$ 0 if we assume /3(x, u) is monotonically increasing in u and if f(t) 
satisfies some specific properties. Also we note that in the case where p(x, u) = v 
and /I(%, u) is monotonic in u the existence of periodic solution has been 
considered by Biroli [4], Clements [5], and others. 
However, if fi(x, U) is not monotonic, the matter becomes different and more 
delicate. Here we are interested in such cases. Indeed, the removal of the monoto- 
nicity condition on /3(x, u) motivated this research and in this respect our result 
will go beyond earlier works. For our purpose we shall have to make an additional 
assumption (compared with earlier papers), that the norm off(t) is small in a 
certain sense. But this restriction seems to be natural, not so artificial. A similar 
problem for nonlinear parabolic equations has been considered by the present 
author in [S, 91 and the method in this article is akin to the one employed in [9]. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries. In 
Section 2 bounded solutions on (0, +oo) to the initial-boundary value problem 
are discussed. Then on the basis of the result of the previous section, 
an existence theorem of bounded solution on (-co, +co) is given in Section 3. 
Finally in Section 4 the uniqueness, the periodicity, and the almost-periodicity 
of bounded solutions are studied. 
Though we treat rather typical equations, our method should be applicable 
to more general equations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall employ the usual notations (see, e.g., [6]). The following well-known 
lemma will play an essential role. 
LEMMA 1.1. (Sobolev). If u E FV~*2(Q), then u E La(Q) and the inequality 
holds, where q is a number satisfying 
l~q~2fl/n-2~n>>andl<q<+03ifn=2andl~q~c0ifn=1. 
(1.2) 
We state our hypotheses. 
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H, . /3(x, u) is defined and measurable on Q x R and for almost all x E Q is 
Lipschitz continuous in u, and satisfies the inequalities 
I B(x, 41 G &I I u l=+l and I I%% 4 - B(x, u2)l 
< Kl(l % I@ + 1212 I=>1 *I - UP I (1.3) 
fir, a.e., x E Q and u, u1 , u2 E R, where Ko and KI are positive constants and 01 is 
a number such that 
0 < 01 <2/n -2 if n > 2 and 0 < 01 < +CO if n = 1,2. (1.4) 
H 2’ p(x, v) is defined and measurable on Sz x R and for, a.e. x E iii 
is Lipshitz continuous in u, satisfying the conditions 
p(x, 0) = 0, K2 I ~1 - vz P2 < (P(x, 4 - P(X, v2M - v2h 
(1.5) 
I P(X, ~1) - P(X, 41 < K,(l + I ~1 P’ + I 82 P’>I VI - ~2 I 
fm a.e. x E Q and for v, , v E R, where Ki (i = 2, 3) are positive constants and y 2 
satisfies (1.4) with OL = y allowing y = 0. In Section 3 we shall assume y = 0. 
Hypothesis H, implies, by Lemma 1.1, 
PC*, 4 ~-wJ) if u E W,l*2(Q). (1.6) 
H, . f(t) is SY+2’Y+1(L~+2/~+1(G))-bounded, that is, 
(1.7) 
In Section 2 we shall assume instead of H, the following: 
H 3 . H, is valid with R replaced by R+ E [0, + ho). 
Now we define the operator A; W,*“(0) -+ W-1*z(Q) by the relation 
for 24, v E W:*“(Q). 
<Au, v)l’z 3 /I u lj~i, then dejkes a new equivalent norm to I/ * jjw;.2(o) and (1.1) 
can be replaced by 
II u II ‘P(R) G cosq II u II& - (1.1)’ 
Using the operator A, the problem (l)-(2) is written formally as 
u”(t) + Au(t) + PC., W> + Pt., u(t)) = .f(% u. E wy(sz). W3) 
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Now we give the definitions of bounded solutions. 
DEFINITION I. A function U(X, t) is said to be a bounded solution of the 
problem (l)-(2) (or (1.8)) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) u EL”&; H$“(ln)) n C(R; W,‘*“(Q)), 
(ii) 24’ EP(R; L2(sZ)) n C(R; L2(Q)), 
(iii) /3(*, U) EL”(R; L2(sZ)) and p( *, u’) ~Libfc~+‘(R; LY+~“‘+~(SZ)), and 
(iv) JT, {-(u’(t), W)) + GW), W + (PC*, u’(t)), W) - (f(t), 
h(t)) dt = 0 for Vh(t) E L1(R; WiS2(.Q)) n Cl(R; L2(S?)) n ,P2(R; Lv+2(Q)) with 
compact support on R. 
DEFINITION I’. A function U(X, t) is said to be a bounded solution of (l)-(2) 
with initial value (~a , ul) E WiS2(sZ) x L2(Q) if conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied 
with 8 replaced by R+ (in (iv) by (0, co)) and (u(O), u’(0)) = (~a , ur). 
Finally in this section we recall some definitions of almost-periodicity. 
DEFINITION II. Let V be a Banach space with norm Ij * lIy. A continuous 
function u(t); R + v is said to be v-almost-periodic if for VJE > 0 there exists 
a relatively dense set {T}~ C R such that 
As is well known, Definition II is equivalent to: 
DEFINITION II’ (Bochoner). A continuous function u(t); R -+ V is v-almost- 
periodic if u E C(R; V) n Lm(R; V) and the set of transformations {u( *+s),,s) is 
relatively compact in C(R; V) n Lm(R; V) with respect to the uniform topology. 
We shall also use: 
DEFINITION III. A function u EL&(R; P2(Q)) is S~l(L’$J))-almost periodic 
if the function 
t;(t); R + u(-, - + t) EL”I([O, 11; L%(sZ)) 
is almost-periodic. 
2. INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
In this section we shall prove an existence theorem concerning bounded 
solution u on Q x R+ with initial value (u,, , ui). 
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Regarding the initial data we assume 
u. E wy(sz) and u1 EL2(52). (2.1) 
For our purpose the Galerkin’s method is employed. Let {wi}, j = 1, 2,..., 
m,..., be a basis of W,‘*“(Q), and consider the systems of ordinary differential 
equations with respect to all,*: 
(uh(t)9 wj> + <Aum(t)9 wj> + (P(‘Y %a’(t))~ wj) + @(.I %n)~ wj> C2s2) 
= (ftt>3 wi), j = 1) 2 ,...) m, 
where am = C” +r ~(~,~(t) wj , and the initial conditions are 
u,(O) = 2 c4&0) Wj --+ 24s trongly in &II 
j=l 
(as m + co), (2.3) 
and 
u,‘(O) = 5 Vj,JO) Wj -+ Ur strongly in L2(Q). 
j-1 
(2.4) 
The solution u,(t) of (2.2)-(2.3) exists on an interval, say, [0, t,,J, by the 
standard theory of ordinary differential equations. 
Let us now introduce functionals on We*” as follows. 
hc4 = II 24, II&, - K&++;q+2 IIu II&$, * 
By ( 1 . 1 ‘), we note that 
Joe4 G Jo@) and J,(U) < Jr(u) for u E Wi*2(9). 
Also we put 
D, = ITI>I (x2 - K,,P$C,y+2x”+2} 
where 
= x 2 
0 
- K 5’e+2C*+2xa+2 
0 a+2 0 0 ' 
x0 = (2/KoS;$;C;+2(ci + 2))1/~, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
W) 
cw 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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and put 
D, = + x; - K,,S~;;C;+2/((r + 2) . x;+~. 
Let us define finally the stable set W by 
w = e, Y UJ E w;*“(Q) x L2P)l : II u1 ll$,,, + J&u,) 
= II@, > %)llw < Do and II UOllH, < X”>. 
LEMMA 2.1. In addition to hypotheses H, , H, , and Hs’, we ussume 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(uo ,4 E w. (2.14) 
Then there exists a positive number MO = M,(ll(u, , ul)jlw) such that if M < MO 
approximate solutions (q,(t)} exist on [0, co) for large m and satisfy 
II ~m’(t)ll?.w < 590 and II %&)ll&m) < x0 (2.15) 
and 
s if1 t II y&>ll;za,,, ds < &Do + j~)Y+2’Y+1. (2.16) 
Remark 1. The precise value of MO will be given in the proof. 
Proof. We shall show that (u,(t), urn’(t)), m large, stays in the stable set W 
for all time. Then (2.15) will follow easily from the inequality 
a II u; Wll2,,(,, + J&,(t)> < Do < y;c {ix2 / 
- KoS;t;C,a+2/(~ + 2) . xa+2}. (2.17) 
Since (u. , uI) E W, we have by the definition of W 
E,, = Do - t$ II ~1 ll”,z,,, + J,,t~o)) > 0. (2.18) 
Also, since 
t%nK% %w) - tuo 7 %) in W,1*2(Q) X L2(Q), 
we may assume, 0 < VE < l o , 
for large m. 
Suppose that our assertion was false. There would then exist the smallest time 
iE [0, tm] at which 
4 ll ~J~)ll2,,,,, + J&,(f)) = Do . (2.20) 
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We shall derive a contradiction. First of all we note that 
~(%&>) G Jo> G Do for t E LO, 4 (2.21) 
and the continuity of JO(um(t)) with respect to [I ~~(t)]l~;.~) together with the 
continuity of 11 u.,(t)jlw;*2(o) with respect to t implies 
II %&)ll&&2) G x0 for t E [0, f]. (2.22) 
Now multiplying (2.3) by ajSm(t), summing overj from 1 to m, and integrating 
over [tr , ta] C [0, t,,J, we obtain 
t II %‘(~2)llh + Jo(%(~,)) + i,:’ (P(., %n’(~))? %7&V)) dt
ES f II %‘(h)ll4l%2, + J0(%&)) + il:‘(f(mnW) dt- (2.23) 
In the above we take t, = t and t, = 0 to get by (2.20) 
6 + ,i(fC, I u,‘(t)>> I’) dt < j,-,’ (f(t), ~‘(9) dt. (2.24) 
By assumption (1.5), Holder’s inequality, and Young’s inequality, we have 
E + K2 o’ II y,J~)ll;%o, di s 
< ,i Ilf(~)llp+z,v+~~~~ II ,‘(411Lv+z~~~ dt .I 
G K2’y+1 s 0 ’ lIf(~)ll~;~i:,+~,,, dt + K, ,,i II y,Jt)ll;:z,,, dt 
s ,i II f(t)ll;J=14$;:,cn, dt b K;“‘+%. (2.25) 
Let us assume 
M < Ml = (K2~;+1)11“*2. (2.26) 
Then from (2.25) and (2.26) it is easily seen that t > 1 for large m. Thus we can 
take t, = i and t, = i - 1 in (2.23) to obtain 
j-:, (&m’(t)), sa’(t)> dt G j-:, (f(t), um’W> dt (2.27) 
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and hence 
(2.28) 
Therefore there exist numbers fI E [i - 1, t - $1 and & E [t‘ - & , t] such that 
II Um'(~i)llLv+n(sa) < 41'r+2(K;1M)*'v+1, i = 1,2. (2.29) 
Next, multiplying (2.2) by ~li,~(t), summing over j, and integrating over 
[& , f2], we obtain 
s .:’ J1&&)) dt G Ih’(t,h %W + N%‘(tz>, %n(~z))l 
+ j-y II %‘(t)ll;q,, dt + si” IM-9 yJt)), ~&>)I dt 
1 
+ .$:” IW>, %nw 4 
I 
and by virtue of (2.28), (2.29), and (2.22), 
C,(M) = (mes(~)~~~+2(K;1M)2~~+1 
C,(M) = C0SY+2{mes(s2)v~Y+z(K~  2 * 411r+1)(K;1M)1/Y+1 
+ KaK;lM + M}. 
On the other hand, 
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and by (2.12) and (2.22), 
(2.31) 
From (2.26), (2.27), and (2.22), we obtain 
Equation (2.32) together with (2.28) im pl ies that there exists a point t* E [fr , t,] 
such that 
where 
C,(M) = mes(~;2),~y+z(~~1M)ziv+l + a+ (Cl(W + %~,uw)~ 
Now we are ready to derive a contradiction. In (2.23) we take t, = t and 
t, = t* to get by (2.33) 
G * II yJ~*)ll~*(,) + J&&*)) + j-i, IW), C@>>l dt 
< C,(M) = C,(M) + K,/(c4 + 2) - q~;q+” + M(K;lM)l/y+l. 
This contradicts (2.20), and (2.17) is valid if we choose M < Mz , M, being the 
smallest number satisfying 
(Note that C,(M) -+ 0 as M -+ 0.) 
The estimate (2.16) follows immediately from (2.15) and (2.23). Thus if we 
take M, = min(M, , M,) the proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.1. In addition to hypotheses H, , H, , and Ha’, we assume 
(uO , ul) E W and M < M,, . Then the problem (l)-(2) admits a bounded solution 
u with initial data (u,, , ul) in the sense of De&&ion I’. Moreover the following 
estimates hold. 
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for all t E [0, co). 
Proof. We construct the approximate solutions {urn(t)} by (2.2) and (2.3). 
Under our assumptions the result of Lemma 2.1 is of course valid, and conse- 
quently we can use the standard compactness arguments to extract a subsequence 
from {urn(t)}, which will be denoted also by the same notation, satisfying: 
urn(t) --f u(t) weakly star in Lm(R+; &,(a)) and a.e. in .Gi > 
fi(*, urn(t)) -+ /3(~, u(t)) weakly star in Lm(R+; L2(G’)), 
urn’(t) + u’(t) weakly star in L”(R+, P(G)), 
u,‘(t) - u’(t) weakly in L{$(R+; Ly+“(~)), 
p(u,‘(t)) -+ 3x(t) weakny in L;$v+i(R+; LY+~/Y+~(~~!)). 
Moreover, we see by a standard argument (cf. [7]) that 
u”(t) + Au(t) + x + P(*, u(t)> = f(t) 
and 
40) = uo , u’(0) = 241 . 
It remains to show that 
PW) = x(t)* 
R+, (2.36) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
But this relation follows from a standard theory of monotone operators (cf. [7]) 
and the proof is omitted. The estimates (2.34) and (2.35) follow from (2.15) 
and (2.16). Finally we know by a theorem of Strauss [ 131 that 
u(t) E C(R; W;*2(Q)), u’(t) E C(R; L2(Q)). 
Thus u(t) = u(x, t) is the required solution and the proof is now completed. 
Q.E.D. 
For the uniqueness of solution of the initial-boundary problem and for later 
use we recall here: 
LEMMA 2.2 (Strauss). Ifu(t) is a solution of (l)-(2) in the sense of Definition I’, 
then we have 
II 4tl)lli - II 4t2)lti 
I.zz 2 J-l” (f(t), u’(t)> dt - 2 J;:’ (P(W)), u’(t)> dt - 2 Itp(P(U(t)),U’(t))d~ (2.42) 
tt t1 
5?5/23/3-5 
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Proof. For a proof see [13](see also [14]). 
THEOREM 2.2. The bounded solution in Theorem 2.1 is uniquely determined by 
the initial data. 
Proof. Let u and z, be two solutions with the same initial data (us , ur), and 
put w = u - v. Then we have 
w”(t) + AJ + p(*, u’) - p(., v’) + /I(*, u) - /I(*, v) = 0, w(0) = w’(0) = 0. 
Hence a variant of (2.42) gives 
11 w@)ig = -2 i’ (P(., U’) - d-2 v’), w’(s)) ds - 2 it @(a,~) - p(*,v), w’(s))ds 
t < -2 fS (B(x, u) - B(x, a>, w’(x, s)) dx ds 0 R 
< 2q ot II I u Ia + I v lo1 IIp(Q) IIw(4llLaa”l”-qn) II WWIILZ(6a) ds s 
G c, 0t II 40~ 4 I (2.43) 
where C, is a constant depending on max,,[,,,l(ll u(s)jjgl , II v(s)l& which is 
bounded by our assumption. The inequality (2.43) yields w G 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. Let us assume instead of (2.1) the following 
u. E J,qv2(Q), Au, EL2(Q), and u1 E w;*2(Q), (2.44) 
and moreover, let 
f'(t) E~~,,,(R+;~~(~)). (2.45) 
Then we can prove by combining Lemma 2.1 with a similar argument in 
[I, Part II] the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that H, , H, , Hs’, (2.44), and (2.45) are valid, and 
that (u. , ul) E W. Then ;f M < MO , the problem (l)-(2) has a bounded solutimr u 
in the following sense: 
(i) u EL~(R+; W,‘,“(Q)) A C(R+; W:*‘(Q)), 
(ii) u’ E Lm(R+; L2(Q)) r~ C(R+; Le(Q) n L;“,,(R+; Wi*2(Q)), 
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(iii) u”, Au, p(., u’) ELcJR+; L2(Q)) and j3(*, u) ELm(R+; L2(sZ)), 
(iv) Equation (1.9) is adid inL2(Q)for ax. t E R+ and u(O) = IQ, , u’(O) = u. 
After the estimates (2.15) and (2.16) have been established, the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 is standard and omitted. 
3. BOUNDED SOLUTION ON --a <t < cc 
In this section we shall show the existence of a bounded solution in the sense 
of Definition I. Consider the equation 
u”(t) + Au(t) + P(., u’(t)) + B(*, u(t)> = f&>, -m < t < 00, (3.1) 
with initial values 
where 
24(-m) = 0 and u’(-m) = 0, (3.2) 
fm(t> = ft., t) if t 3-m 
= 0 if t < -m. 
Under hypotheses H, , H, , and Ha with M satisfying 
M < M, = min((K, D;+l)llyf2, M,}, (3.3) 
we know the problem (3.1)-(3.2) h as a bounded solution u, in the sense of 
Definition I’ with the initial time = -m (Theorem 2.1). Moreover, it is easily 
seen from the proof of Lemma 2.1 
and hence 
II %Jt)llLz(~) < (2C@W2 and II u,(t>llfil < x,,(M), 
where x,(M) is the smaller solution of the numerical equation 
+ x2 - K,S~~;C,“+2/a + 2 . x~+~ = C,(M), x > 0. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
It should be noted that C,(M) and x,(M) tend to 0 as M + 0. 
Nowwe shall investigate the convergency properties of the sequence {um(t))~=l. 
For convenience we put urn(t) = 0 if t < -m. Here we make additional assump- 
tions: 
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H 4 . H2 is valid with y = 0. 
Hb - M = sup&J:+1 Ilj(s)(J& ds)li2 < fm and f(t) is S2(L2(sZ))- 
unajb-mly continuous on R, that is, 
\p$ J‘d IIf@ + s + 3 -f(t + 411$(sa, ds = 0 unt~ormly in t E R. 
First we shall show that {urn(t)} is equally continuous on R with respect to 
E-norm. For a moment we put x,,(M) = a and (2C4(M))1/2 = 6. For 6 > 0, 
put eu,(t) = u,(t + 6) - urn(t) andfs(t) =fm(t + 8) -fm(t). Then we have 
w;(t) + Aw, + P(., Urn’@ + 6)) - P(.l u,‘(t)) 
+ lx.7 %z(t + 3) - rB(*, %t(t>) = f&)2 
from which it follows that 
(3.6) 
HII w,(t + l>ll”E - II w&II;) + 4 [‘+l II ~,‘(~)lltw ds 
t+1 
< Kl s s (I G& + W + I ~&~l”)l we I I ws’ I dx ds t R 
+ jtt+l l(f&>, ws’(s)>l ds 
,< 2K, C~+1S~~~2aOL s t+1 II ws Illr, II w,’ lkw ds t
+ jtt+’ llfs Ilm) II wbl Ilm) ds 
J 
t+1 
d &K, II ?Js>ll~q,, ds + (l/%> 4tJ(S) t 
(3.7) 
where 
and 
+02(S) = t~;p, lt+’ Ilfa II&) ds. 
Here we have used Young’s inequality. The inequality (3.7) implies, moreover, 
s t+1 K4 II ~us’(~>llh-~~ ds < II w&)ll2E - II w(t + l)li; t
+ Cd4 It+’ II ~8 II& ds + UK) 402(S) 
= K$(t;z. 
(3.8) 
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By (3.8) we find that there exist two numbers t, and t, with t, E [t, t + &J, 
t, E [t + 6 , t + l] such that 
II %wllL%2~ < 24% i= 1,2. (3.9) 
Next, multiplying (3.1) by w8(t) we obtain from (3.8) and (3.9), 
s tz II %(S)I/~~ ds < I(w,‘(t,), %W>l + I@B(tz>, %@2Nl t1 
+ A(t)2 + 2KlC,““S’~~12a’ s II =Wll& ds h 
Thus we have by Young’s inequality 
where 
(3.11) 
C,(a) = 1 - 2KlC~‘2S~~fsa”, MS, 4 = (l/24 c,2s,2+,2(6), 
C,(a, M, c) = (1/2~)(8C,S, + 3C,,S,IQ2. 
Let us assume C,(a) > 0. Then the inequalities (3.8) and (3.11) imply that 
there exists a point t* E [tl , t,] such that 
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and hence we can use (3.6) once again to obtain 
+ (2 + 6K3) W2 + 2C&,(& 4 
+ 2W,“+1%:2a” + 2A,(W wg’ IILW ds 
d Gh M> 4W2 + 4&, &4 + 41 + 2G1)sEy3, II ws II;, 
where 
and 
C&z, M, c) = 2(C3, + 1 + 3K, + K,C,“+‘S;;;2a”) 
Recalling the definition of A(t), we have from above 
(3.12) 
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Now we choose positive numbers a,, satisfying 
C,(a) > 0 and sup C,(a, M, c) > 0 for 0 < Vu < a, , 0 < Vb < b, . (3.13) 
F>O 
This is possible since if we take E = 4, for example, and choose a,, such 
that K$Z’& < 4 for 0 < Vu < a, . (Note that C,(u) -+ 1, CsC, -+ 0 as 
u -+ 0.) For any a satisfying (3.13) we fix a constant E such that Cs(u, M, c) > 0. 
To clear the dependence of wg on m we write wg = w&“(t) in what follows 
and rewrite (3.12) as follows: 
where 
Suppose that (u,(t)} was not equally E-uniformly continuous. Then there 
exist a positive number co and sequences {m’} C {m}, {tm} and (6,) such that 
a,, -+ 0 as m -+ 00 and 
II w~;(4dlE 3 co > 0 for Vm. (3.15) 
On the other hand, since f(t) is S2(L2(Q)) -uniformly continuous, it is easily 
seen that 4o(6) tends to 0 as 6 + 0 and we can choose a number i7i satisfying 
clo~oz 3 2#4&). (3.16) 
Then we have from (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) 
and hence by (3.15) 
co < II w”;<b - 1)ll. 
We can use (3.14) and (3.16) again to obtain 
and by (3.17) 
Repeating this procedure we can obtain 
(3.17) 
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forj = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Summing (3.18) over j from 1 to N, we have 
&NC 11A2 d II g&ii - m>lli - II w~;(tm)ll~, 
which is a contradiction since the left-hand side tends to co as N-t co, while 
the right-hand one remains bounded. 
Thus we conclude that if 0 < a < a,, , {urn(t)} is equally E-uniformly 
continuous on R. 
Now the estimates (3.4) and the above conclusion imply with the aid 
of standard compactness arguments (cf. [I]) that we can extract a subsequence of 
{Qt)}, which is denoted by the same notation, satisfying 
urn(t) + 324(t) in L2(9) uniformly on every bounded interval, weakly star in fir 
for Vt E R, and a.e. on 0 x R, 
urn’(t) -+ u’(t) in P(Q) uniformly on every bounded interval, weakly star in 
L*(R; L2(Q)), and a.e. on Q x R, 
and 
/3(*, u&t)) + fi(*, u(t)) weakly star in L”(R; L2(Q)), 
PC.3 u,‘(t)) - PC., u(t)) weakly in L2,0,(RL2(9)), 
u”(t) + Au(t) + d-3 u(t)) + B(-, u(t)) = f(t) 
We summarize the above result in the following: 
(in the sense of (iv)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that H, , Ha , H, , and H, are valid and let M < MO, 
x,,(M) ,< a, . Then the problem (l)-(2) h as a bounded solution u in the sense 
of Definition I, which is in fact uniformly continuous on R with respect o E-norm 
and satisfies the estimates 
I 
II u (t)llm) G W’4WN’” -=c Wo)1’2 and II u(t>llrP, G 4M). (3.19 
4. UNIQUENESS, PERIODICITY AND ALMOST-PERIODICITY OF BOUNDED SOLUTION 
First we prove: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that H, , H, , H, , and H, are valid. Then there exist 
a positive number a, such that the problem (l)-(2) has at most one bounded 
solution in the ball B(a,,), where 
B(a,) 3 (u I u E L@(R; Bl) and u’ gLm(R; L2(Q)) 
with II Wlh, < 4. 
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Proof. Let ur and ua be two bounded solutions and let w = ur - ua . Then 
we have 
w” + Aw + p(., ~1’) - p(., uz’) + B(*, Ul) - P(*, u,) = 0. 
If we choose a, as in (3.13), then the same argument as in Section 3 gives 
ccl ,EE$y,, II wm G ~;lc,(Il wm - II w(t + m (4.1) 
for Vt. From (4.1) we can conclude w E 0. In fact, (4.1) implies that the sequence 
{II WP - WIIEhMu%,... is nondecreasing and it follows that if w(t) # 0 for some i
we have 
GW + l>ll w(% < GC*(ll w(t‘ - Wll”E - II WV + m 
for N = 0, 1, 2 ,..., which is contradictory to the boundedness of ui(t), i = 1, 2. 
Q.E.D. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 4. I we get immediately the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3.1, the problem (l)-(2) 
has one and only one bounded solution u in the sense of Definition I, which satisfies 
(3.19). Moreover if f (t) is w-periodic in t the bounded solution is also w-periodic. 
Proof. It is clear. Q.E.D. 
Finally we shall give a theorem concerning almost-periodicity of the bounded 
solution. 
THEOREM 4.3. In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 we suppose f (t) 
is S2(L2(SZ))-almost-periodic. Then the bounded solution u in Theorem 3.1 is E- 
almost-periodic, that is, u(t) is fiI-almost-periodic and u’(t) is L2(SZ)-almost- 
periodic. 
Proof. Let {sn} be any real sequence. In order to prove the theorem it suffices 
to show that there exists a subsequence of (sn>, which will be denoted also by 
{So}, such that 
and 
u(t + s,) + 3 U(t) strongly in fir uniformly on R (4.2) 
u’(t + s,) -+ U’(t) strongly in L2(Q) uniformly on R. (4.3) 
Putting 
s 
t+1 
4 m,n = sup ilf (s + 4 - f (s + 412~ 6 
tsR t 
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we obtain in the same manner as in Section 3 
G, ma II wm,,&)ll~ < II wm,&)lli - II s& + l)ll2 + Ah 4, t E Rl (4.4) SEII,t+Il 
where w m,n(t) = u(t + SJ - u(t + sn) and $Jm, n) = h(S) with &o(6) replaced 
bY h.n ’ Since we may assume f$m,n -+ 0 as m, 71 + co, the inequality (4.4) 
implies as in Section 3 that w,,,( ) t in convergent to 0 uniformly on R with 
respect to II * IIE, which proves Theorem 4.3. 
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